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ASTR398B Black Holes (Spring 2017) 
Prof. Chris Reynolds 

Class 22 : 
Origin of Supermassive BHs 

RECAP 

n  The various faces of supermassive black holes 
l  Quasars and Active Galactic Nuclei 
l  Relativistic Jets 
l  The Quiescent Black Hole at our Galactic Center 
l  Tidal Disruption Events 
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This class 

n  Where do supermassive black holes 
come from? 
l  Some extreme examples of massive BHs 
l  Evidence that SMBHs were formed early 
l  Formation in the Big Bang… NO! 
l  Need to create a “seed” 
l  Possible routes to seed formation 

§  Remnants of the first stars 
§  Direct collapse of supermassive gas clouds 

van den Bosch et al. (2012) 
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I : The early appearance of SMBHs 

n  We see powerful quasars at large distance.  
Current record holder… 
l  ULAS J112001.48+064124.3 (catchy name!) 
l  Redshift z=7.085 (760 Myr after Big Bang) 
l  Luminosity L=3x1040W è M>2x109Msun 

n  This is surprising!   Why?  What does the 
existence of such objects say about the 
formation process of SMBHs? 

 
n  [Class discussion] 
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II : SMBHs from the Big Bang? 

n  Can supermassive black holes form by the exotic processes 
occurring in the very early Universe (t<10-6s). 

n  No!  A very robust argument… 
l  At any time, there is a finite volume of the Universe 

that is in causal contact (“inside the particle horizon”) 
l  Hence there is a finite amount of mass that is in causal 

contact (“mass contained within the particle horizon”).  
Calculations show that this is: 

l  Hence, impossible to form any object with M>Msun at a 
time t=10-6s after the Big Bang. 
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III : SMBHs from dark matter accretion? 

n  OK… so they can’t form in the very early Universe 

n  But can SMBHs “condense” out of the dark matter? 
l  That way, they can avoid the Eddington limit! 
l  Plus there is more dark matter than normal matter. 

n  No!  At least not in our standard view of dark matter... 
l  Dark matter only interacts gravitationally 
l  So, it is very difficult for a particle of dark matter to lose 

energy or angular momentum 
l  Thus, it is very difficult for large amounts of dark matter to 

collapse down into compact objects 
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IV : “Baryonic” routes to SMBHs 

n  OK… SMBHs can’t form in early Universe or 
from dark matter collapse 
l  They must form from normal matter (aka baryonic 

matter) doing normal things… 
l  Baryonic matter can lose energy and angular 

momentum, so can be collapsed much more easily 

n  SMBH formation must be a two step process: 
l  Step 1 : Formation of a “seed” black hole 
l  Step 2 : Growth of the seed up to large mass 
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M.Rees 

M.Volonteri 
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n  The First Stars (Population III) route 
l  Form from pristine, unpolluted gas (H, He, traces Li) 
l  Maybe start forming 200-300 million years after BB. 
l  Can get more massive than today’s “normal” stars… 

maybe several hundred solar masses 
l  At end of life, massive Pop III stars can undergo 

direct collapse to black hole without supernova!  Can 
leave a ~100Msun black hole (or maybe even a small 
cluster of these BHs).   

l  These are the seeds that start accreting… 
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Ralf Kaehler, Matthew Turk and Tom Abel. 

n  Direct collapse route 
l  Gas flows in protogalaxy form large central gas cloud 
l  Cloud gravitationally collapses… 

§  Tricky issue is explaining why it doesn’t fragment 
to form stars 

§  Need to regulate rate that it cools… if it cools too 
fast, it fragments!   

l  Center of cloud collapses to 104Msun black hole 
l  Black hole feeds, initially from this same gas cloud 

and later from the rest of the protogalaxy 
n  In either scenario, feedback fights growth 

n  Area of cutting-edge research! 
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James Webb Space Telescope 


